
CooLinG system

thermostats

the smartest ranGe on the marKet

With their OE design, Gates thermostats fit perfectly, prevent 
leaks and keep engine temperatures within original equipment 
specifications.  And what’s more: by including different seals 
and gaskets in one packaging, the same Gates thermostat 
reference can be used for a whole range of vehicle types.   
So by carefully balancing the number of references to the 
market needs, our range guarantees the highest car parc 
coverage by the fewest units of stock!









Gates conventional wax thermostats

The heart of the Gates thermostat is the temperature-sensitive heat 
motor.  A specifically formulated, thermally-expansive wax is calibrated  
to assure prompt and precise operation of the thermostat valve.  Warming 
the wax element increases the volume of the wax, thereby moving the 
piston and opening the valve.  If the temperature drops, the volume is 
reduced, and a spring forces the piston back to the starting position.

Simple, effective, and tried and tested millions of times over!

you Want a thermostat…

 that fits and performs LiKe the oriGinaL?

Gates map-controlled wax thermostats

Performance-optimised, modern engines require a thermostat  
with increased precision and faster response, regulated via the engine 
management system.  An electric heating resistor is integrated into the 
wax element.  Electrical heating of the wax element is triggered when  
the engine is exposed to specific load conditions.  This additional heat 
source allows the wax to expand even further which in turn increases  
the flow volume of the coolant, immediately regulating the engine to 
operate within the optimum temperature range.

The precise response to the cooling needs of modern engines!

 that is suppLied CompLete With  
the matChinG seaLs/GasKets?

 that Comes With the riGht  
aftermarKet support?





you Want a thermostat…

available as:

› Thermostat inserts

› Regular thermostats

› Housing thermostats: integral thermostats complete with optimally designed housing

› thermostat kits: kits with two thermostats and matching seals/gaskets, for cars that run 
two thermostats in the cooling system

next to those:

Reverse poppet thermostats, offset 
thermostats with jiggle pin valves, bypass 
thermostats and many more!

Gates offers the oe-design thermostat you need together with the matching seals  

and gaskets, covering more than just one application, all handily packed in one box.  

all this comes with the convenience and aftermarket support you can expect  

from a brand like Gates!
We’ve got it covered!

 that is suppLied CompLete With  
the matChinG seaLs/GasKets?

 that Comes With the riGht  
aftermarKet support?
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Your distributor:

With Gates thermostats you Get:

› The latest evolution in thermostats

› OE design for exact fit and performance

› Various matching seals/gaskets, covering a whole range of vehicle types

› Highest car parc coverage by the fewest units of stock

› True convenience and aftermarket support

... isn’t that smart?

Next to thermostats, Gates also supplies a wide range of cooling hoses, hose connectors, 
tools, and radiator and expansion tank caps.  More information on applications and sizes  
is found online in Gates application catalogue: www.gatesautocat.com

For all your aftermarket needs, think Gates!

Gates.com/europe


